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THE RADIANT HEALING CENTRE
This issue completes the third volume of Progression and
marks the third anniversary of the founding of the Radiant
Healing Centre.
Founded at St. Catharines, Ontario, for
developing through both knowledge and faith, the healing and
psychic powers of the members, and for applying the
developed powers to the healing of mankind, the Radiant
Healing Centre has now a large enrolment of absent members
throughout Canada and the United States. Many new mem·
hers have been added during the present summer, and Progression expects to announce the opening of branch centres in
several other cities in ·the near future.
The Radiant Healing Centre was founded andis sponsored
by those teachers and healers who manifest through the remarkable psychic powers of Rev. William Cartheuser. Progression is published to give to the absent members, and to
preserve for the world at large, the beautiful and helpful
lectures and teachings delivered by LIGHT to the Centre.
The Officers and Members of the Radiant Healing Centre
take this opportunity of publicly expressing their gratitude
to LIGHT, to the associated Spiritual forces, and to Mr.
Carthcuser for the inspiring teachings and instructions thnt
have been received.

THE RADIANT HEALING CENTRE (Continued)
Membership in the Radiant Healing Center may be secured
through application to the Editor of Progression or to Rev.
Wm. Cartheuser. A fee of One Dollar per year is required,
which entitles the member to the quarterly issues of Progression, as well as to any helpful instructions that may be given
during the year.
Private instructions are sent each memJJer on receipt of
application.
Those who wish to become members of the Radit.Lnt
Healing Centre are requested to state this point clearly, otherwise each enclosure will be taken to mean a year's subsr.ription
to Progression only.
All members are asked to withdraw into the silence daily
and twice each month when the Mother Circle meets, to unite
in concentration with the Mother Circle and absent members.
Members seeking solutions to problems, especially problems pertaining to healing or to psychic development, may
write (as briefly as possible) to the Editor or to Mr. Cartheuscr
who, at the earliest opportunity, will bring the questions before LIGHT.
Editor of Progression,
7 Queen Street,
St. ·Catharin es, Ontario,
Canada.

On the occasion of the delivery of the lecture published
in this number, LIGHT said "Many changes will take place
in Progression, to benefit the Radiant Healing Centre Class,
new thoughts, new ideas, new prayers to be remembered. New
life within the Centre will germinate new branches that will
bear greater fruit, and will bring greater and more far-reaching results."
Gratitude is expressed to absent members and friends for
the appreciation with whieh the issues of Progression have
been received and for their continued interest and support.
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SENSITIVE SIGHT
by

Light
How are you fr.iends, in here , where there is light.
and outside, where there is darkness ?* For truly where
there is light that radiates to set the optic nerves in motion ,
such light is only a physical light and to us is darkness .
But it makes no difference what you call it for the word
"reality" means nothing. What is reality ? This is a subject for a sermon and a very interesting one, for there is
no darkness and there is no light, - What a strange expression! If there is no light and there is no darkness ,
what is there ? We might well erase the words " light' '
and "darkness" and use the term " sensitive sight."
The so-called dead see by sensitive sight. They are
perfectly satisfied with sensitive sight and disrega rd the
physical sight entirely, for sensitive sight only is used by
the Great Eye that seeth all , by the Eye that can pmetrate
throughout the world, that can reach to the different
planets without leaving a certain thought. I could not
very well say, without leaving a certain space, because
there is no space. My associates are all standing around
me smiling and they were wondering what word I would
use . Therefore I used the word "thought" beci\use thought
has no definition .

The Knowledge Within
I am afraid if I continue I may have you all confused,
b ut what I am really trying to convey to you, is a form
of knowledge that some day will be released from within
*This lecture was delivered in a darkened room to members of
the Radiant Healing Centre and was reproduced o utside by an ampli fier where other members and guests were seated in lighted rooms. Ed .
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you, so that you may drink thereof. Did you notice, I
did not say, "Something you will learn." I said, "Something that will be released from within you whereof you
shall drink; whereof you shall partake." You shall rejoice within yourselves in your ability to actually find
yourselves - your real selves. You shall see the dust that
covers your souls. the flesh that seems to hide your souls,
fade away into other forms of vibratory entities.
To those who are physically blind, to those who are
physically deaf, these words should be especially comforting and cheering. They should rejoice and embrace this
message and live with great rejoicing, and do their very
best to grow intellectually and to fill their souls with
kindn ess, with good derds, realizing that these they will
take with them , some day, when their bodies no longer
will hide their souls from the sight of men. They should
rejoice in knowing that they will hear and see perfectly
the moment they are released from this earthly plane.
And to those who can physically see and hear, I must say
these things often bring disappointments for oftentimes
they see things they should not see and hear things they
should not hear. Unfortunately they do not know how
to control themselves, to master themselves. They are
governed and guided by the habits of their ancestors and
what they hear and see, they misuse, and they cause worry
to come upon them and many cause themselves to pass
away before their time is here.

Instinct and Sensitive Sight
Yes , instinct is safer than sight, for instinct takes in
both hearing and seeing. Instinct is sight and hearing and
sensitive sight. There are many who try to explain what
instinct is, but for the most part they, in their explanation, fail very badly. Really, instinct means this sensitive
Page Seven

sight and it has impo'rtant functions pertaining to health.
Question . Do you mean that instinct and sensitive
sight are about the same?
Answer. They are , in part. Sensitive sight concerns
health . With an infant, at birth, this sensitive sight is at
its best and strongest, and through it the infant sees and
hears what goes .on about it. After the third year, sad to
say, this sensitive sight becomes dull and turns dormant.
As the child develops his reasoning powers, this sensitive
sight fades or is covered up by the radiant source of reasoning, and it remains so until a few hours or a few minutes
before so-called death. Sometimes in severe sicknesses. or
in some sorts of delirium, this sensitive sight appears. but
it only appears because the patient cannot reason any
longer as in his so-called normal state.

Sensitive Sight Can Be Retained
The question is, " Is there no possibility of retaining
this sensitive sight?" The answer is, " Yes." There is a
possibility of retaining it. but much depends upon the
mother and father who have the child in charge. As a
rule the child has to be taught to develop imagination , to
pretend it sees things. Though the . mothet and father
themselves do not see, the child must be taught to see and
these things that it sees must be described to the child as
real visible things. As a rule brothers or friends or
strangers, when they talk to an infant. do not think of
these things. They say , " Hello, baby. How are you
baby?" They do not realize that these words take root
within the child and stay with the child and in later yeats
are used by the child who repeats the identical words. None
of these people think to tell the child that there are different entities standing near him, that there are _toys, that
there are animals and other things. No one thinks to help
P age Eig ht

this child to retain this sensitive sight and therefore in his
third year, it becomes ·quite dulled . If the mother and
father would know enough , at least they would plant the
seed for a future generation, and by so doing would implant within this child the seeds of health, for sensi~ive
sight has within it, wisdom , and the power of wardmg
off sicknesses and dangers . In business this child would
always succeed . No one could fool it, ·for it would know
the truth at all times, and the child itself could not , under
any circumstances, do anything evil or tell lies or hurt
others, much less hurt itself.
It is not too Ia te for any of you to .practice to recover
this sensitive sight. It may return to you only ten per
cent. which it certainly will if you try to bring it back.
Others may reach fifty per cent . or more. It all depends
on the power that you still retain within the capacity of
your will. It depends upon the action , the force, that is
rightly applied to react on that formation which has
clouded, through the form of reasoning , the sensitive organ
that sees and knows and hears and is perfect and complete
within itself.

Functions of Sensitive Sight
How can we resurrect this sensitive eye, which is the
fuse or filter? The S~'n!':itive eye is really the fuse that
shuts out ail diseases, all hardships, and that really makes
a perfect life on earth . It also shuts out the inheritance
of your ancestors , your mother , fath er, grandparents and
great grandparents , all the way back to beasthood . The
animal experiences and inheritance are really shut off
through this fuse which I call the sensitive eye.
You cannot realize sensitive sight with the physical
eye, you must apply the sensitive eye.
Question . If you become sensitive, your senses are
P age Nine
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not limited then to the five ordinary senses but you can
sense everything in the world?
Answer. ~hat is it. It applies to everything in the
world, ever~thmg pertaining to physical as well as spiritual. It apphes to the case of those who are crazy or insane,
~ecau~e as I t.old you before, it is the fuse that stops aU
msa~tty or d~seases . In other words you may use it to
a~tam perfectiOn and perfection knows no insanity, no
dtsease, or anything of the kind .
Question. Then you speak of it as being higher than
reason . You say that if the child is taught by his parents
to k eep before his mind these experiences of his sensitive
sight, he could retain this gift throughout life. W auld
not that be destroying some of the trainipg value of life?
Answer. No. It would be invaluable in gaining
knowledge of the training of life. It would fortify and
protect from such experiences of life as do not harmonize
with the body and soul. If the body would harmon ize
with the soul. you would never have diseases nor infirmities
nor worrie~ , either financial or in any other form or shape .
You see thts would w ard off all these entities.
Question. You once said you would tell us how accidents happen to us. If we had control of the sensitive
eye should we be guarded against them?
Answer. Yes. You would be guarded against accidents because your sensitive eye would sense the accident
before it happened. It would guard you from walking
into the accident.
,
Question. W auld not a person need to be psychic, or
to be in the spiritual world before he would have this
sensitive eye?
Answer. No. Anybody can have it. Anyone can have
it who practices visualization through images, imagination
through building up imaginative perspectives and perfect-

ing it in such a way that at will he can see all things
through his sensitive eye.

How to Regain Sensitive Sight
The question is, "How can we resurrect the sens1t1ve
eye which we, through no fault of our own , have neglected
and which now lies almost idl e behind the brain cells of
reason?"
Often you read novels and stories and see moving pictures. Moving pictures give a wonderful example of what
you can do to awaken this sensitive eye. It is very strange
indeed that the medical profession even before moving
pictures, never seriously thought of taking up hypnotism
or mesmerism. Now it lies right before their eyes as a fact
and as a great experiment and an example. For instance,
if you go to a " show' ' in an upset condition worried about
different things , perhaps about your health, suffering
from a pain, for example, a toothache , and you see a
drama, you watch the hero and see what he has to go
through , you hear the music, you hear the drums, you sel.'
how he is fired to win the battle. As you sit there and
watch and listen you yourselves live, actually live, the
same life as the hero. When the picture is finished you go
out and you have entirely forgotten your illness or your
toothache and you think "I am going to try to do that:
I am going to be a hero and fight my way through." When
you get home your mother says, "How is your toothache? " You think, " Why dear, oh dear, I had forgotten
all about it! " You are now reminded of your trouble
and you are immediately back in the same old condition
as before you went to the movies.
I show you what the medical profession could do by
usmg movies or other instrumental applications upon the
brain of the patient. There are many physical resources.
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There are many instruments that could be produced and ·
applied to the brain of man to cure the diseases which are
supposed to exist and do exist, if you look at them in a
physical way, in the bodies of men. By treatment of the
brain alone you could cure all internal diseases without
~he aid of medicine, surgery or any of these medical-age
tdeas. I would say the ideas of medicine of two hundred
years ago were far better than they are today . The Doctor
does not agree . It makes no difference whether he agrees
or not. There are too many vaccines used to experiment
on people. You can have moving pictures and all things
that reflect upon the retina of the eye to cure your patients.
Now these are facts , absolute facts, which nowadays , or
~s yet, are not properly applied on account of ignorance
tn the medical schools and colleges and in many other
ways.

Visualization -

Imagi~ation

You must go into the silence and visualize, and imagine. Imagine for instance, that your father or mother
is out in the street ; imagine that he or she will be in the
house. with.in. five minutes and see if it does not happen.
That 1s trammg your sensitiveness to sense the movements
of your mother, father or whoever it may be.
You are told that somebody is going away from home
for two or three hours. Concentrate upon that person and
try to sense where he is. " Now he is on the train: now
he has just arrived : he must be right at the door " - and
move to the window and see if he is at the door . In all
these different ways you train your imagination as well
as your sensitivity which will awaken your sensi t ive eye
~o see all, to hear all, and to know all , but to say nothmg, for he that has wisdom saith nothing but. seeth , and
heareth, and knoweth , and useth his perfection for the good
Page Twelve

of humanity and not in the slightest way selfish! y or for
himself.
There are many ways in which you could train this
sensitive eye to return to its normal state, if not to its
perfect state. If you regain it in some degree, it will be
helpful for the rest of your life.
Here is another example. Imagine there is a bird in
the tree next to your house. It is a red one, a yellow one,
a black one. Then run to the window and see if you can
see it. In time you will have adjusted yourself in such a
way that your sensitive eye will see the bird through the
wall of the house and then to convince yourself and wipe
away all your doubt, you will go out and let your physical
eye prove to you that you did see it.

Animals Have Sensitive Sight
There are many ways of helping yourself to recall, at
least to a certain degree, the sensitive eye, which is the fuse
to protect your body and retain your health.
You will retain your health through the proper way
of living, for when you have recovered your sensitive sight
you instinctively will eat only that which is meant for
you to eat. You will not eat what you would have eaten
when you were ten or fifteen years of age , you will eat
what your body requires now , right now , and not what
it required thirty or forty or fifty years ago .
Animals , all sorts of animals , have ·sensitive eyes and
they have retained their sensitive sight to a remarkable
degree. That is the reason some people say , " Isn ' t that
funny ? I have my dog in the house and whenever there
is a rabbit outside or some wild bird , he starts to bark
and goes to the window ." D oes he smell the rabbit ? No
he does not . He has a sensitive eye. He senses this wild
animal outside, through a radiating force which illumiPa ge Thirteen

nates his sensitive sight. But how is it that this animal is
so much farther advanced than I? Strange it seems, does
it not? But you reason where the dog or animal does not.
A dog or any animal does not understand the laws of
nature, or rather does not misunderstand the laws of
nature, as you do, because in the animal this radiating
force of reasoning which you have, is very weak. For th3t
reason , the animal's · instinct or sensitive sight has been
saved, through its ignorance of the past. The animal does
not worry about the past.

Education Should Develop Individuality
I do not blame the mother or father, I simply blame
those that have brought so much education into the world
and have overloaded the brain capacity of the children
with thoughts that are not necessary in life and which
they will never use while they are in life. Still they are
forced, and stuffed with teachings that are of no benefit to
them at all. If your colleges and schools would teach them
what is necessary for their bread and butter that would
be quite right , but you overload them with two or three
or more languages and other college ideas and shut out
their real selves. You shut out their will power. You
shut out their personalities. Take for instance the - - s .
When they were little boys they were wild, running
around . If you look at them today, they are quiet and
modest. They are very , very quiet. They do things in
such a slow-moving way. Why ? Because they were over loaded with more than they could carry within their brain
capacity. That does not apply to them alone. There arc
hundreds of thousands of conditions that create a . positive
strain on the mind and shut out the instinctive mind, and
blind the sensitive eye that is the guardian of the body
against diseases and injuries and undesirable sensations

and conditions in life. It only shows to you how children from childhood on to manhood and womanhood can
be forced by ignorant experiment and can have their minds
saturated with useless things. You will find that they
. are not individualized and are not their natural selves.
They do not retain their childhood actions, they do not
retain their childhood frankness because they are weighted
down with too much education, with too many things
that they will never use. Therefore to regain and preserve that which you have lost, you must daily, even if it
is only a few minutes a day, visualize, imagine, practice,
and learn to sense. By doing so you will learn to shut
out diseases ; in fact you will train your brain so you· can
heal yourself and keep yourself at all times filled with
health, strength and better understanding of life.

Physical Exercise
Exercise is an absolute necessity of life. Everyone must
exercise the limbs in every way possible to extract from
the glands the chemicals that flow into the blood surrounding the nerves, that cleanse the walls of your arteries
and keep them from turning hard, and that also C9Unteract the poisons that so readily gather under the knee caps
and in the joints. \Vhen you exercise rub your glands,
raise your legs - your left one - your right one - up
to your chest, squeeze them tight up to your chest and
this will automatically telease certain glandular fluids . lf
you do this every day, you will find that your concentration will be stronger and better. Exercise your shoulders.
Then exercise your hips. Pressing down into your kidneys
releases fluid in the glands of your kidneys. Then exercise
your neck. Many of these fluids which have been clogged
up within the glands have no way of releasing the elements
that are collected in iliem. That is the reason your eyes
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and your vision becomes poor. You do not remember as
you used to, because these fluids that come fr~m the glan~s
have no way of turning into gas and entenng the bram
and refreshing and revitalizing the cells that exist within
the grey matter. Lie flat upcin the floor , try to raise the
legs backwards, press your abdomen down to the floor as
tightly as possib,le:. draw yourself from the floor ..at fint
one inch, then two inches; hold your breath while you
do it. This will strengthen the muscles , your heart , your
nerves and it will then no longer be necessary to have a
doctor stuff you full of all sorts of medicines the effect of
which only lasts to-day and wears off to-morrow . Medical
people to-day advise their patients to exercise, and they tell
them how to do it, but most of their patients would much
rather have a dose of medicine than exercise and tire them selves out, for medicine they can swallow without a breath ,
and exercise seems to take their breath .

Breathing Exercises

: ,,
I

:
I

I

As I hJve told you before, learn how to breath properly when you are outside in the fresh air (not in the
house ). Inhale as much as possible, then stop and co~nt ,
see if you can hold your breath up to twenty or thirty
counts and gradually increase it. See if you can hold your
breath up to fifty and, as you release it, release it from
the top to the tip of your lungs-empty them entirelythen fill your lungs again up to the top and hold your
breath. This will strengthen the muscles of the walls of
your lungs and also will strengthen the muscles of your
heart and give you a chance of releasing the blood and the
nerve substances that have become crystallized within the
glands, tissues , membranes, nerves and skin. When you
run it seems to cause you pain . You say , " Oh , I can't

run any more. I have such a pain around my heart. I
have such a pain in the bronchial tubes. I have such a
pain in my side." It is all because these vital substances
have thickened and crystalized and no longer help the
muscles to retain their flexibility .
Exercise is just like oiling your joints or your muscles .
In time you will see and feel that no longer are you stiff
and through exercises and visualization you can again
attain perfect rhythm in the functioning of that beautiful
body.

Listen to the Inner Voice
Your body is like the hinges of a door. If you allow
the hinges to rust, they will rust until the door breaks
ofl'. But the body is a far greater and more sensitive machine and therefore needs more care than your automobile.
for if you do not oil the machine in your automobile in a
year or so it will break to pieces.
Too many of you neglect your bodies, ignore your
bodies and do not listen to the voice that every day warns
you and says "Don't eat this : don't eat that." You eat
these things anyway. Then your mouth turns sour . and
you say, " I have such a sour mouth." Then you take
some baking soda and your sour mouth is forgotten but
still you do nothing to remedy the cause for the next day
you eat two or three pieces of pie and more sugar and
candy. Then you wonder why your stomach brings up
such a sour sensation . In the morning your tongue is
thick with a sour liquid and_ you wonder why. Oh, how
stupid you are! I try to help you and tell you what you
ought to do and still you go and eat these things. Then
you say, "Oh, I don't know what to do . I have no will
power. It is so tempting." If it is so tempting you might
as well drop dead now as wait and slowly commit suicid e
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by disobeying the instinctive warnings that natur~ and
your body bring before your eyes. So :emember th1s , oh
friends, and take it with you as a frmtful thought and
lesson that will bring you back to perfect youth and health
and will shower you with all that life needs.
I

Conscious and Subconscious Knowledge
We love to list€n to poems and to beautiful music but
only for a moment and the next minute they are forgotten.
How much we could learn from the poets 1 When you
hear these beautiful poems and these lessons, they come to
you from without, from ·strains through the ether, from
the spaces. Some of you more or less understand the words
and realize how beautiful and true they are but you go
home and they are forgotten, at least you would say they
are forgotten. But subconsciously they are retained by
that ever alert subconscious mind of yours . If poems and
lessons are beard by many , they will eventually bear fruit
and those who memorize them will begin to live them .
They will attain the perfection that lies within the poems
sooner than others but the others will begin to pay attention and naturally will benefit . It is to me very strange
that some of you here do not even know the words of
some of these beautiful poems, you just hum the music.
Yes, but do you not realize that the subconscious receives
the thoughts of the others who know the words, and these
words take shape and form just as real as the things you
see, your chairs, or dressers , or the rings on yo~r fing~rs.
They take such real form within the subconsoous mmd
that they actually exist within it the same way as, I m ay
say, the universal language ex ists , that is, the thou ght
language.

I
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The Universal Language

If a Russian thinks of a loaf of bread , the picture of
the loaf of bread is the same with a Frenchman or an
Englishman or a Dutchman. So, as you think of the loaf
of bread , the visualization form s a picture and you receive
that picture and you know what the Russian is talking
about. And it is the same with some of you here tonight.
Some of you do not know the words of the song and
others do. W ell. those who do , implant these mental pictures upon those who do not ; an d th ose who do not
know the words, and never will learn them, do know them
subconsciously. \Vill they do you any good? Yes, they
will. but it will take a little longer, and will seem very
much longer than with those that do remember the words
objectively, for they have them implanted in both the subconscious world as w ell as in the obj ective world . So
these two worlds are u nited together and if one has the
visualization as well as the rea l words the benefit is far
greater and sooner accomplished than with those who do
not consciously know the words but have just received
them in their subconscious state. They h ave to wait until
it grows at least fifty per cent.
Put a hyacinth bulb in the top of a bottle which has
water in it. It gradually absorbs moisture out of the air
until the roots grow into the water but it wi ll not sprout
and bear leaves and flower until the roots h ave water and
have enough nourishment to enable it to sprout and fl ower.
It is identically the same with those who m emorize and
those who do not. Eventually they will reach the water
and benefit by the roots which were too weak to gather
nourishment when they first desired to do so.
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Friends the hour is growing closer, for us to withdraw
once more into the so-called invisible. So many say that
what we cannot see, what we cannot feel. does not exist ,
but time will produce many new inventions that will
prove to the ignorant that after all what they do not see,
what they cannot see , what they cannot hear, has been
recorded sci en tificall y to exist. A doctor will say to you
that every glass of water you drink is loaded with life
with many sorts of microbes, and you , being ignorant
will challenge the doctor and say , "Prove it" . If the
doctor had no instruments to prove it , you would be ready
to p ersecute him and possibly to stone him to death, as
they used to do years ago. But th e doctor has instruments
today by which he can prove that the water is full of
microbes , and science today can prove that there is still
finer and greater invisible life within the ether and beyond
the ether. So of whatever profession you may be , there
are greater things than many of you know about up to
this day, and in time there will be revealed unto you still
more , by that sensitive eye which will find the hidden
door that revealeth life and its meaning, and its purpose.
So may the Heavenly Father bless you all , give unto you
that faith that will strengthen you to attain health . that
will uphold you in the things you speak to others pertaining to health and truth.

Prayer and Benediction

I
I

Oh Father, we pray they shall have all these Th y
blessings and more that Thou wilt reveal to mankind
and we pray that Thou wilt keep these Thy children together that they may keep this holy place intact, clean
and free from outside interference, that they may carry
on to fulfil the prophecy that w e have brought to them ,

and that will come to pass if they only assist us to make
it a reality in this physical world , that it may stand as a
light throughout the years to come. It is our prayer. Give
unto them peace and rest and joy throughout the coming
months so that that sha ll be filled with greater life to
fight the battles and at last to come unto the kingdom
that God has prepared for them , that they shall know they
have done well when their mission on earth has been com pleted . Especially bless those inside this room and outside. Let peace reign forever more .

It is impossible to live pleasurably without living
prudently, and honorably, and justly ; or to live prudently,
and honorably, and justly, without living pleasurably.
-Epicurus.

As no true work since the world began , was ever
wasted , so no true life since the world began, has ever
failed-Emerson.
There are treasures laid up in the heart, - treasures
of charity, piety, temperance an_d soberness. These treasures a man takes with him beyond death when he leaves
this world.-Buddhist Scriptures.
Heaven must be in me before I can be in heaven.
-Stanford .
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individual man must accept the atonement by an act of
faith.

ATONEMENT
F. E.

HETHERINGTON,

M.A.

Barrister-at-law.
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The doctrine o.f the atonement is the central doctrine
of evangelical orthodox Christianity. The mission of the
gospel message is to convert unbelievers to faith in the
atonement. "For God so loved the world that he gave
His only begotten Son that whosoever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have everlasting life." The Son
of Man came "to give his life a ransom for many. "
Perhaps not so many sermons as formerly , are
preached on such texts, and the modern·ist clergy may
ignore or avoid the doctrine , but the atonement is still
the fundamental article of faith of organized Christianity.
The doctrine of the atonement is based upon the doctrine of the fall or original sin . Both of these with the
other doctrines of the orthodox Christian faiths , rest upon
various texts which are the authority for them, under the
doctrine that the Biblical writings are inspired and in fallible .

If we disregard these other doctrines and examine the
doctrine of the atonement by itself what do we find ?
There is the sacrifice of the Heavenly Father in giving His
only begotten Son. There is the sacrifice of Jesus in giv ing His life on the Cross. There is the shedding of blood
for the r'emission of sins. There is the punishment of the
innocent for the guilty. To benefit from the sacrifice, to
obtain the remission of sins, to avoid the punishment, the
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Since both the Heavenly Father. to whom a thousand
years are as one day, and Jesus. knew that , after a short
span of earth life, Jesus would return to sit on the right
hand of God, having accomplished his mission, in what
did the sacrifice consist? What is the gift of the Father .
since the son is not lost ? How did Jesus give His life if
he still lives in Glory, a member of the Godhead? WJs
the sacrifice in the physical suffering of Jesus? Perhaps
no other ever lived in such close conscious contact with
the divine as did Jesus. He declared the death of the body
to be only an incident when he said "fear not them which
kill the body but are not able to kill the soul", and wh.?n
he said to the thief " today shalt thou be with me in
Paradise". In his life and death he had the sustaining
power of knowledge. The sacrifice idea is a great mistake.
Love feels no sacrifice.
Th~ idea of the remission of sins or redemption
through the shedding of blood is a relic of man 's barbarism
from the dark days when man was just emerging from the
jungle. The idea of the punishment of the innocent for
the guilty, is contrary to the most elementary conception
of justice. Such a belief can only be accepted in defiance
of the dictates of both reason and sentiment. The doc trine of the atonement represents the most fundamental
misconception of the mission of Jesus. A leader of the
United Church of' Canada recently said, the one thing
the Church stands for is " Jesus and the Cross" . If the
doctrine of the atonement is true, the thanks of the world
are due to those who by their bigotry and jealousy brought
Jesus to the Cross. The first disciples preached " Jesus
and the resurrection " . The two conceptions are as far
apart as the pol es.
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For the meaning and purpose of Jesus' life, we must
look to his teachings, to those profound and beautiful
principles which he stated and illustrated in his sermons
and parables, to the demonstrations of healing power
which he gave when conditions were favorable , to his
constant communion with the unseen, to the power and
mastership of his life and finally to the proofs of survival
which he gave to his followers after his crucifixion . It is
through these things that Jesus became a Saviour of Man kind .
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By EDGAR A. GUEST

Within the mirror's shine I see
The outward surfaces of me ;
The mouth , the brow, the chin and eyes
Which other people recognize ;
But there is more of me to know
Which in the mirror doesn't show.
For I keep hidden much of me
Which other people cannot see;
And there's an " !" whom no one knows
And in the mirror never shows.
But, oh , so different is he
From him that others think they see !
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JUST FOLKS- THE OTHER "ME"

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting ;
The soul that rises with us, our life' s star
Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And cometh from afar;
Nat in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory , do w e come
From God, who is our home.
-Wordsworth.

I know not whether worse he be
Or better than> the outer me.
He hopes for goals he' ll never gain
And clings to dreams he knows are Vatn .
He knows my every fault and sham
And just how frail a thing I am .
Sometimes I think him strong and clean!
Sometimes I'm glad he can' t be seen .
He seems to be a curious mix
Of lofty thoughts and petty tricks
And traits which others never seeThis man I know myself to be.
(Copyright , 1935, Edgar A . Guest).
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WE WOULD KNOW

PROGRESSION

(A page devoted to answers given by Light to questions pertaining to healing , psychic development and
kindred subjects) .
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This, the twelfth number of Progression , will be the
second in a new series for binding.
I

Question. Is coffee harmful?
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Light. Yes coffee is bad enough, but the use of cand y
is one of the worst habits humanity has adopted . It is
the cause of many physical illnesses. It will ruin your
teeth . It will affect your blood and your arteries. It
causes acid. Fried things too , should never be eaten. Eat ing fried foods will ruin your health in years to coml'.
As a child you do not realize it but when you are old you
suffer the consequences.

Question . \V ha t is the reason fo r disasters, such as
f loods, earthquakes and so on ?
Light. The y all follow th e law of cause and effec t.
Man is directly responsible for many of them. By cutting
off th e forests , b y breaking up the sod of prairies the bal ·
ance of nature is upset and floods , dust storms and other
disturbances are caused . By his thoughts, by his fears
man causes epid emics, by his hatred , by his greed, h e
causes wars.
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Qu estion. I s t here life o n other plan ets?
. Light. Y es. There is life on every planet. I do not
mean that the bodily forms are like those you see on earth
but there is life or spirit associated with every planet,
with every sta r, with the moon and with the sun . Th e
infinite vari ety of God 's Universe is beyond your po wers
of im aginati on. You cannot conceive and there are no
w ords to express th e marvels of creation.

A special offer is being made wherein the full series
of the smaller size ( 1 to 10 inclusive ) ma y be secured
for $1 .5 0 post-paid . Lessons eleven and twelve procured
separately are not included in this offer, but sell at the
regular price. The complete list is as follows:
Progression No. 1-0ceans of Thought.
Progression No. 2- Healing via Concentration Through
Occupation.
Progressio n No. 3-Healing Through Visualization and
the Projection of Thought.
Progression No. 4-From Lowlands of Life to Moun tains of Mastery.
Progressio n No. S-Lighting the Path to Spiritual Healing or The Eternal Plan.
Progression No. 6- Life, Death and Voices of the Soul.
Progression No. 7-Journeys in the Beyond or Garments
of the Soul.
Progression No. 8-Man's Super-Human Powers or ln·spiration and the Future.
Progressio n No. 9-Sleep, a Universal Psychic Experi ence.
Progression No. 1 0-Material Possessions
Relation to Spirit.
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Progression No. 11 - The Physical Body and its Rela tion to Spirit ( which includes ,1
continuation of the lesson on
" Sleep" ) .
Progression No. 12-Sensitive Sight.
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Address all correspondence and renewals to
Reu. William Cart heuser,
P. 0. Box 95 ,
Orange, N .J .
or

Lily Dale, N.Y . (Summer )
Canadian address:
Juan H. Hare (Head Disciple) ,
I 03 Louisa St .,
St. Catharines , Ont.
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Editor and Officials of Progression donate their services.
Members ahd friends are requested to send in
donations to keep this worthy cause
in circulation.
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